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Abstract/summary (<200 words):
Meteoroid impacts shape planetary surfaces by forming new craters and alter atmospheric
composition. During atmospheric entry and impact on the ground, meteoroids excite
transient acoustic and seismic waves. However, new crater formation and the associated
impact-induced mechanical waves have yet to be observed jointly beyond Earth. Here we
report observations of seismic and acoustic waves from the NASA InSight lander’s
seismometer that we link to four meteoroid impact events on Mars observed in spacecraft
imagery. We analyzed arrival times and polarization of seismic and acoustic waves to
estimate impact locations, which were subsequently confirmed by orbital imaging of the
associated craters. Crater dimensions and estimates of meteoroid trajectories are
consistent with waveform modeling of the recorded seismograms. With identified seismic
sources, the seismic waves can be used to constrain the structure of the Martian interior,
corroborating previous crustal structure models, and constrain scaling relationships
between the distance and amplitude of impact-generated seismic waves on Mars,
supporting a link between the seismic moment of impacts and the vertical impactor
momentum. Our findings demonstrate the capability of planetary seismology to identify
impact-generated seismic sources and constrain both impact processes and planetary
interiors.



Main text (<2000 words) – limit to 250 words per section:
Meteoroid impacts shape planetary surfaces and seed their atmospheres with exogenous
volatiles. The mechanical waves generated by impacts are used to infer the structure of
the atmosphere and the planet’s interior, and to investigate current planetary impact
processes. However, a clear link between recorded seismic and acoustic waves and a
given impact crater has never before been accomplished on another planet. On Earth,
meteoroid airburst events have been reported numerous times [1,2,3], but a hypervelocity
impact with the ground was recorded only once [4]. Although numerous impacts were
detected on the Moon by the Apollo seismic network [5,6], no natural impact was
associated with visual detection of a new crater. SEIS (Seismic Experiment for Internal
Structure) [7] and pressure [8,9] sensors on the InSight lander [10] provide a unique
opportunity to relate martian meteoroid entry in the atmosphere and ground impact
processes to the mechanical waves they generate [11]. We use InSight seismic data to
estimate locations of new impact craters on Mars. Orbital imaging provides ground truth for
these seismic sources. These seismic-imagery associations constrain distance-amplitude
scaling relationships relating the impact processes to the seismic and acoustic waves, and
further constrain crustal and atmospheric structure.

Impacts location and orbital imaging
Hypervelocity meteoroids generate shock waves, which decay into acoustic and seismic
waves, upon atmospheric entry and fragmentation, and through impact on the ground
[12,13,14]. During the Martian night, impact-generated acoustic waves can propagate over
long distances in the downwind direction due to a thin near-surface atmospheric
waveguide less than one kilometer thick [15] (Fig. 1b). Such guided acoustic waves
generated by surface explosions have been observed on Earth as dispersed pressure
wave trains [16,17]. In 2021, three seismic events with dominant energy above 5 Hz were
located within 300 km of the InSight lander [18]. Their seismic records include comparable
dispersed signals in the 0.4-4 Hz frequency range (Fig. 1c, Extended data Fig. 1-2-3).
Each impact seismic event is named by sol number according to the InSight convention
[19]. Due to lander power constraints, pressure and wind data for these events are not
available. However, ground deformation recorded by the SEIS seismometer allows us to
detect the acoustic waves through compliance effects [20,21]; an effect also observed on
Earth for seismometers deployed on low velocity materials [22]. The peak amplitudes of
vertical ground motions associated with the detected acoustic waves range from 27 nm/s
to 0.9 nm/s in the 0.5-1.5Hz bandwidth, corresponding to acoustic waves of 45 to ~1.5
mPa, close to or below the pressure sensor noise level of ~10 mPa rms [9]. These motions
exhibit a vertical retrograde elliptical polarization in a plane aligned with the direction of the
incoming acoustic wave [15,20]. Due to low winds in the surface waveguide, deviations
smaller than 5° are expected between this direction and the back azimuth of the source
(Extended Data Fig. 4). The impact event distance and origin time are estimated by
measuring the arrival times of acoustic and seismic P and S waves, under the
assumptions that the P to S velocity ratio is equal to √3 (i.e. a Poisson solid), and that
sound velocity and winds are those predicted by the Mars Climate Database (MCD) [23].
An impact location is calculated for each of these events with an uncertainty of +/-10% on
distance and varying from +/-5° to +/-60° on back azimuth, depending on the
signal-to-noise ratio (Tab. 1).
The Context Camera (CTX) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter [24] selectively targets
the surface of Mars for various scientific objectives. Repeated imaging of the region
surrounding InSight allows identification of new impact craters. Using impact locations



estimated by the InSight team from seismic events S0793a, S0981c and S0986c, the CTX
team confirmed the presence of three impact sites (Fig. 2, Tab. 1). They were identified by
observing extended dark blast zones surrounding new impact craters that were not
present in previous CTX images with 6 m/pixel resolution [25]. Each  associated impact
site falls within the corresponding seismic location error-ellipse and has before and after
images by CTX that bracket the seismic origin time. Assuming cratering occurs as a
Poisson process and using recent estimates of cratering rates [11], the probabilities of
impacts occurring independent of the seismic events, but within the  error-ellipse areas
and  the time intervals between images , are 0.18%, 2.24% and 0.02% for events S0793a,
S0981c and S0986c respectively. The InSight team also provided a potential impact
location for event S1034a, but despite an extensive search by the CTX team, no
corresponding impact site could be found. The seismic and infrasound waves associated
with this event could be due to a meteoroid airburst that did not create a visible change on
the surface [14]. Independently, an impact cluster was discovered by CTX during routine
imaging and later associated with the seismic event S0533a, which has a consistent
location and time (Tab. 1, Extended data Fig. 3). Infrasound signals are also observed
with this event. However, the low signal to noise ratio of SEIS records does not allow for
an in-depth analysis. Higher resolution images of each of these sites were acquired by the
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) [26] at 25 cm/pixel to detail the
impact characteristics such as crater diameters (Supplementary Information Tab. 1,
Supplementary Information Fig. 1).

Hearing meteoroid entry, fragmentation and impact
For three out of the four impact events, a single dispersive acoustic arrival is observed
(Extended data Fig. 1-2-3). Two of these events are associated with the orbital detection
of a single impact crater. In each case, the acoustic arrival is attributed to acoustic waves
generated by the meteoroid’s impact with the ground. The impact at the estimated location
of event S0986c generated a cluster of multiple craters (Fig. 2), implying one or more
atmospheric disruption events of the meteoroid along the entry path. Two polarized arrivals
are observed in the SEIS record (A1, A2 in Fig. 1), which emanate from two different
points along the impactor trajectory. The first event (A1) is either the entry shock wave or a
fragmentation event. The second event (A2) is interpreted as a fragmentation event which
produced the observed crater cluster. Conversion of the acoustic waves from the A2
atmospheric source to seismic waves at the surface generated the strong seismic signals
observed around 2.4 Hz frequency and starting 55 s after the first seismic arrivals (X1). By
combining the impact location, the infrasound polarization directions, and the arrival times,
the altitude of the A2 acoustic source is estimated to be 13-16 km. From this geometry we
estimate an entry angle of 30°±8° and an altitude of 26±8 km for the A1 acoustic source.
These ranges are confirmed by full waveform simulations of seismic data (Extended Data
Fig. 5), and are consistent with martian meteoroid entry predictions [27] (Tab. 3). The
multiple impacts of meteoroid fragments with the ground excited acoustic waves that
propagated in the low atmosphere waveguide, and are responsible for the main dispersed
signal (A3) that was used to estimate the impact location. Additionally, a rumble of acoustic
echos was created by acoustic wave scattering in the atmosphere and on the surface
topography. Those echos were identified from their high coherence and 90° phase shift
between the vertical and horizontal component of SEIS in the 0.5-2 Hz frequency range
(Fig. 1d-e).



In these unique cases for which the distance to the seismic source is known, the origin
time, P wave velocity and sound wave velocity can be re-calculated from P, S and acoustic
arrival times (Tab. 1). As a consequence, the P wave propagation time is known as a
function of distance. Within error bars, the observed times match those predicted by P
waves traveling through the crustal layers in the reference internal structure model
KKS21_GP [28,29] (Fig. 3a), thus validating the crust models produced from InSight
seismic data.
The observed records of acoustic waves depend on the impact source, low atmosphere
waveguide structure, and acoustic attenuation and compliance. The absence of acoustic
waves above 4 Hz in all our observations confirms that acoustic attenuation controls this
cut-off frequency [20]. The dispersion of the acoustic signal is correctly reproduced by
atmospheric models (Extended Data Fig. 6). Additionally, differences in effective sound
speed allow us to recover wind speeds in the lower atmosphere along the acoustic
propagation path.

Impact rate and acoustic/seismic source estimates
The observed rate of small impacts based on orbital images [30,31] predicts 0.1 impacts
per Earth year >3.9 m diameter in any 100 km radius circle. In previous work, we predicted
InSight would detect ~0.2-20 impacts per Earth year [32, 33]. Thus the four impact events
that we observe are reasonable to expect over the three years of the mission. However, it
is surprising that they all occurred within a fairly short time period. Detection of the
acoustic signals that enabled their identification and location do require a certain impact
geometry and specific atmospheric conditions to propagate to the lander [15,18], as well
as low noise levels, so that could partially explain why they have been identified only at
certain times.
The observed crater diameter(s) for each event can be used to determine probability
distributions of impactor parameters using statistical models of atmospheric entry of small
meteoroids on Mars [27] (Tab. 3). A key impactor parameter for scaling the amplitude and
seismic moment of impact-generated seismic waves is impactor vertical momentum at the
ground [34, 35, 11]. Estimates of impactor momentum for the detected impact events are
in the range 0.5-2x105 Ns. Predicted ground velocity time series at InSight’s location are
simulated using the full waveform modeling tool SPECFEM2D-DG-LNS [36]. From the
amplitude scaling of acoustic and seismic P waves, we estimate the total energy, or yield,
of each atmospheric source and the seismic moment of each ground impact. Atmospheric
explosions at 26 km, 15 km and 0 km altitude used to simulate acoustic signals of event
S0986c present yield values in the range 0.3-7.7 GJ (Tab. 2) which are compatible with
estimates of total energy deposition in the atmosphere of 4.7-14 GJ (Extended Data Fig.
7). The same approach is used to estimate the yield and seismic moment for the other
impact events (Tab. 2 and Tab. 3). The yield estimates for the impacts are close to the
predicted scaling relationship between crater diameter and yield [36]. The seismic moment
estimates confirm the relationship between the seismic moment of impacts and the vertical
impactor momentum [34, 35, 11] (Fig. 3c).

Comparative planetary seismology
The seismic source time function of impacts is also determined from the spectra of seismic
first arrivals (Extended Data Fig. 8). The cut-off frequencies of these estimates (Tab. 3) as
a function of crater diameter are consistent with previous estimates [11,37] and are larger
than those observed on the Moon [35] for comparable vertical impact momentum, likely as
a consequence of the larger regolith seismic velocities on Mars than on the Moon [38].
With its larger signal-to-noise ratio, the impactor vertical momentum of S0986c can be
independently estimated following methodology developed for the Lunar artificial impacts



[34], which provides additional constraints on attenuation and diffusion length scale. The
comparison of S0986c on Mars and the LEM12 impact on the Moon (Extended Data Fig.
9), which was detected at a distance of 73 km by the Apollo 12 LP seismometer, confirms
both the proportionality of wave amplitude with impactor vertical momentum and the larger
attenuation of the martian subsurface and likely larger diffusion scale of Mars as compared
to the Moon, as suggested by previous seismological analysis [38]. When scaled by
impactor momentum, the peak P-wave amplitudes of impact-generated seismic signals
detected on Mars (in the range 3 - 8 Hz), Earth and the Moon (in the range 1-16 Hz
[39,40]) show a consistent trend with distance from the source, where amplitude decays
with distance to the power -1.56 (Extended Data Fig. 10). Because P waves diffracted on
crustal interfaces have a low amplitude compared to the rest of the seismic waves, this
scaling is a lower bound of seismic amplitudes. However, this consistency between Mars
and the Moon suggests that this can be applied to different planets. Such scaling laws
justify the capabilities of future seismometers and infrasound sensors to measure impact
rates and use meteoroid impacts as seismic sources to reach their science objectives.
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Tables:

Event name S0986c S0793a S0981c S0533a
UTC date (at event start time) 2021-09-05 2021-02-18 2021-08-31 2020-05-27
UTC time (at event start time) 05:23:58.00 19:36:23.00 04:04:01.00 13:48:26.00
Local True Solar Time (at event
start time) 21:20:33 18:05:07 23:14:43 17:08:46
Median P wave arrival Time (UTC) 5:24:00 19:36:24.0 4:04:04 13:48:13
Median S-P time (s) 11.8 13.3 37.4 59.0
Median acoustic-P time (s) 331.9 336.0 991.4 1013.0
Sound speed from MCD (m/s) 247.0 236.0 258.0 262.0
Est. back azimuth (deg) 113 ±5 280.0 ±60 180.0 ±10 0.0 ±50
Est. distance (km) 86 ±9 84 ±8 267 ±25 286.5 ±50
Est. P velocity velocity (km/s) 5.3 ±0.6 4.6 ±0.5 5.2 ±0.5 3.6 ±1.2
Est. P wave propagation time (s) 16.1 ±5 18.2 ±7 51.0 ±8 80.6 ±15
Est. origin time 5:23:44 19:36:06 4:03:13 13:46:52
Orbital imaging latitude N (deg) 3.974 4.606 0.397 9.382
Orbital imaging longitude E (deg) 136.963 134.087 135.688 135.377
Date of Before Image 2021-04-02 2020-12-03 2018-03-25 2019-04-17
Date of After Image 2021-11-30 2021-06-10 2021-12-28 2021-07-31
Distance from orbital imaging (km) 85.1 91.1 243.6 289.0

Observed crater diameter(s) (m)

6.1
(effective

diameter of
cluster*) 3.9 7.2

11.9
(effective

diameter of
cluster*)

Back azimuth from orbital imaging
(deg) 111.6 274.2 179.2 357.14
Est. P wave velocity (km/s) from
imaging location 5.3 ±0.6 5.0 ±0.5 4.9 ±0.5 3.6 ±1.2
Est. effective sound speed (m/s)
from imaging location 244.5 257.2 242.0 265.2
Est. origin Time from imaging
location (UTC) 5:23:44 19:36:06 4:03:13 13:36:52



Est. P wave propagation time (s) 16.1 ±4.6 18.2 ±7.5 51.1 ±7.8 80.6 ±15
Tab. 1| Seismic and imaging parameters of impact events.
Absolute times are provided in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). Impact locations are
provided in the planetocentric geographical reference frame. Sound speed is extracted
from Mars Climate Database (MCD). Back azimuth is relative to North and counted
positive in the clockwise rotation sense. “Est.” means “Estimated”. First estimated values
are from SEIS records only. Then, P wave velocity, effective sound speed, and Origin time
are estimated using the known impact location.
*For individual crater diameters in clusters, see Supplementary Information Tab. 1.

Event S0986c
A.B. 1

S0986c
A.B. 2

S0986c
Impact

S0793a
Impact

S0981c
Impact

Crater Diameter (m) 5.5 3.9 7.2

Yield (J) estimated from
SPECFEM2D Full
waveform simulation
scaling in 0.5-1.5 Hz range

2.5E+8 7.7E+9 3.4E+9 5.5E+8 1.6E+9

Yield (J) estimated from
crater diameter [55]

1.4E+9 4.8E+8 4.1E+9

Tab. 2| Estimates of the energy (yield) of the acoustic sources
From top to bottom, event name, crater diameter, and yield estimated from
SPECFEM2D-DG simulations and yield from crater diameter by using a scaling based on
nuclear explosions [55]. Yield values are provided in Joules (J). Error bars on yield
estimates from simulations are at least ±50%.

Method\Event S0986c Impact S0793a Impact S0981c Impact

Observed diameter of
the main crater (m)

5.7 3.9 7.2

Seismic moment from
SPECFEM2D Full
waveform simulation
scaling (5.0-8 Hz) of
an explosion (Nm)

1.3E+9 - 8.0E+9 5.4E+8 - 3.2E+9 1.5E+10 - 2.4E+12

Mars Quake Service
magnitude estimate
(Mw)

1.2 1.4 1.6

Frequency cut-off of
seismic source (Hz)

8.0 9.4

Median impactor 242000 55000 252000



momentum (Ns)

Interquartile range
(Ns)

208000--300000 43100--75600 210000--341000

Median vertical
impactor momentum
(Ns)

89500 27000 202000

Interquartile range
(Ns)

80000 - 97000 22000 - 33000 183000 - 228000

Median impact energy
(J)

7.20E+08 1.60E+08 1.00E+09

Interquartile range (J) 5.6E8 - 8.9E8 1.2E8 - 2E8 0.7E9 - 1.2E9

Median impactor mass
(ground) (kg)

42.1 10.6 33.7

Interquartile range (kg) 36.6 - 51.1 6.3 - 15.7 26.2 - 52.6

Median impactor
velocity (ground) (m/s)

5770 5450 6880

Interquartile range
(m/s)

4990 - 6850 4500 - 7200 5940 - 9050

Mean Impact angle
(ground) (deg)

21 31 55

Impact angle standard
deviation (deg)

2.69 12.3 16.8

Median pre-entry
mass (kg)

71 22.2 49.2

Interquartile range (kg) 57.8 - 81.3 17.4 - 30.6 38.2 - 70.7

Median energy
deposited in air (J)

1.96E+09 8.68E+08 1.09E+09

Interquartile range (J) 1.0E9 - 2.9E9 4.5E8 - 1.48E9 0.64E9 - 1.81E9

Median fraction of KE
loss (%)

70 83 52

Interquartile range (%) 65 - 79 75 - 90 43 - 61

Median total impactor
momentum (cluster)
(Ns)

260000 - -

Interquartile range 198000 - 340000 - -



(Ns)

Median total vertical
impactor momentum
(cluster) (Ns)

100000 - -

Interquartile range
(Ns)

77000 - 131000 - -

Median total pre-entry
mass (cluster) (kg)

186 - -

Interquartile range (kg) 150-237 - -

Median main
fragmentation altitude
(km)

16.8 - -

Interquartile range
(km)

12.9 - 21.0 - -

Median total energy
deposited in air (J)

8.3E+09 - -

Interquartile range (J) 4.7E9 - 1.4E10 - -

Tab. 3| Estimates of the seismic source parameters and impact parameters
Seismic moment is obtained by scaling the first arrival P wave amplitude to numerical
simulations with seismic quality factors ranging from 100 to 2000.
Impactor parameters are estimated for the meteoroid fragment(s) that produced the largest
crater in the cluster and for the entire meteoroid that produced all craters in the cluster
(cluster). Parameters for single (largest) craters are derived from statistical model of
atmospheric entry of meteoroids[27]; cluster parameters are derived from supplementary
atmospheric entry simulations, which used the inferred approximate trajectory angle of the
meteoroid, as well as the effective diameter of the cluster, the observed number of craters,
the median separation distance between craters and the aspect ratio of the best-fitting
ellipse, to constrain the impact scenario.



Figures (<3 and legends <200 words):



Fig. 1| Sketch of meteor impact phenomena and their recordings by InSight



a, Sketch of physical processes during meteoroid entry and impact, and effective sound
speed profile from impact direction to InSight extracted from Mars Climate Database.
Labels in parentheses locate the sources of the main acoustic and seismic arrivals. b,
Impact location and estimated meteoroid entry path on CTX mosaic background.
Polarization of main acoustic signals is depicted at InSight location. c, spectrogram of
vertical component of ground velocity for S0986c seismic event, showing the three main
seismic arrivals (P, S, X1) and the three main acoustic arrivals (A1, A2, A3). P, S, and A3
are associated with the impact source, and X1, A1, and A2 with the two airbursts. d,
coherence as a function of time and frequency and e, phase relation between vertical and
horizontal ground velocities at maximum coherence value. Times are provided relative to
Event Start time (2021-09-05 05:23:58.00 UTC).



Fig. 2| Impacts observed from orbit
Locations of three new impact sites as estimated from the seismic data (triangles) and
actual impacts (circles) imaged by Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter instruments showing



before and after details of CTX images on CTX mosaic background. For the S0986c
associated event, a detailed view by HiRISE is also shown. Image credits:
NASA/JPL/MSSS/U Arizona.

Fig. 3| Crust structure and impact seismic sources
a, P wave propagation time (in s) as a function of propagation distance (in km) for the
three impact events, and seismic direct and head waves propagation times predicted by
reference model KKS21_GP [5.0,5.1]. Data are presented as best values +/- SEM. b, c,
Seismic moment (in Nm) as a function of crater diameter (in m) and Impactor vertical
momentum (in Ns) estimated for the three observed impacts (S0986c, S0793a and
S0981c), for Lunar artificial impacts [34,41], and for various impact/seismic models [42, 35,
43, 39]. Data are presented as a best value estimated from simulations with a quality
factor of 2000. The error bar covers the range of estimates obtained with quality factors
ranging from 100 to 2000. On the lower side of the estimates a 50% error is added to take
into account uncertainties on other parameters that modify the body wave amplitudes.
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Methods (<3000 words):
The seismic events discussed in this study were detected by the Marsquake Service
(MQS) and classified as Very High Frequency (VF) events [44,18] by using data from the
Very Broad Band (VBB) sensors of the SEIS instrument [7]. These data have been
corrected for "tick noise" and "glitch” artifacts using published methods [45,46]. No InSight
wind or pressure data are available at the time of the seismic events discussed in this
study, except for the S0533a event. The VF events, by definition, consist of signals with
high frequency energy predominantly above 2.4 Hz and with particularly high amplitude
energy on the horizontal components between 6 and 10 Hz [47,19].
Events S0793a, S0981c, S0986c and S0533a differ from all other VF events due to the
presence of a short duration dispersed wavetrain recorded by the SEIS VBB sensors
between 250 and 1000 seconds after the first arrival (Extended data Fig. 1-3). These
dispersed wavetrains share the following characteristics for all four events: frequencies in
the range 0.4 to 4 Hz, low frequencies arriving before high frequencies, signals strongly
polarized in a given horizontal direction, and a strong coherency between the vertical and
horizontal components along the polarization direction. The P, S, and acoustic signal
arrival times used for estimating the impact locations are a median value taken from arrival
times provided by three different research teams inside the InSight science team, and by
the MQS. The standard deviation between these estimates is used as a proxy to estimate
the error on the location parameters. The MQS assigns a magnitude to VF events that is
based on the amplitude of the peak energy at 2.4 Hz, M2.4Hz,spec

Ma [48]. These magnitudes
are 1.4, 1.6, 1.2 and 2.3 for S0793a, S0981c, S0986c and S0533a, respectively. Note
these magnitudes are based on the MQS estimate of epicentral distance, which is different
for these events than the one observed by crater imaging (S0793a: 178 vs 84 km; S0981c:
204 vs 269 km; S0986c: 72 vs 86 km; S0533a: 322 vs 244 km). The calibration between
moment magnitude and seismic moment is only valid at distances greater than 150 km,
since at the time of the study, the catalog did not include any closer events.

Due to power restrictions on InSight operations, the meteorological sensors of the Auxiliary
Payload Sensor Suite (APSS) were not acquiring data during these events, except during
the S0533a event. Nevertheless, owing to the high level of atmospheric repeatability in
non-dusty Martian seasons like those considered here [8], wind amplitude and pressure
perturbations expected during these events can be assessed by InSight meteorological
data acquired at the corresponding sols in the previous Martian year; three-sol averages of
such diagnostics denote near-surface low-amplitude nighttime southwesterly [i.e. coming
from the southwest] winds for all events. This technique, inspired by previous missions to
Mars, is confirmed by comparing InSight atmospheric data available for two successive
Martian years. The low-amplitude southwesterly regime is also confirmed by afternoon
APSS data acquired prior to the S0981c and S0986c events, at the same season, on sol
965, as well as from 20 minutes after the S0793a event to midnight.
Global climate models reproduce the near-surface southwesterly wind regime detected by
InSight at the season of the considered events i.e. northern spring/summer [8,9] and,
given their validation upon infrared atmospheric profiling on board Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter [23], can be used to derive the vertical profiles of temperature and winds to assess
atmospheric wave propagation [15]. Global climate model results compiled in monthly
climatologies in the Mars Climate Database (MCD) version 5.3 [23] were used in this work
by all the atmospheric modeling tools presented (Extended Data Fig. 4-5-6). The
variations in acoustic waveguide properties are due to both air temperature variations, as a



function of local time, and projected wind variations, as a function of wave propagation
direction.

We use WASP-3D software to simulate the 3D propagation of acoustic waves emitted by a
source in a stratified and windy atmosphere [49]. These simulations assess the presence
of ducts capable of turning back the acoustic energy toward the ground, and the back
azimuth deviations induced by cross winds. In all simulated cases, we can see the multiple
rebounds of acoustic rays in the thin low atmosphere duct. Cross winds deviate all the
simulated rays by less than 5° relative to their direction at the source. The remaining
acoustic energy escapes upward in totality, except for event S0986c, for which a part of
the remaining acoustic energy is turned back toward the ground by thermospheric winds at
distances larger than 200 km (Extended Data Fig. 4). Atmospheric explosions are also
simulated. The rays follow an almost straight line trajectory to InSight, and no secondary
arrivals are predicted from thermosphere wind ducts.

The conversion factor from acoustic pressure waves to ground velocity cannot be inferred
from the data in the absence of measurements from the pressure sensor. However, the
pressure sensor was recording during event S0533a. Unfortunately, due to the high
environment noise at that time of the day, the pressure perturbations induced by the
infrasounds were not observed. However, from the amplitude of background pressure we
can estimate a lower bound for the vertical compliance at 1 Hz equal to 4e-7 m/s/Pa. This
value is consistent with a recent estimate of 6e-7 m/s/Pa at 1 Hz frequency [50]. As a
consequence, the guided acoustic waves described here are expected to have an
amplitude between 1.5 and 45 mPa in the 0.5-1.5 Hz range.

The various acoustic and seismic sources of the impact events are modeled by the
SPECFEM2D-DG software [36]. This open-source software relies on recent developments
of mechanical wave propagation in the coupled solid/atmosphere system [51]. These
simulations couple acoustic and gravity waves in realistic atmosphere models to the
SPECFEM code modeling the propagation of elastic waves in the solid part of the planet
[52]. Concerning the application to Martian seismic and acoustic waves, the software
includes winds and attenuation of acoustic waves, including the strong attenuation by
carbon dioxide vibration modes [8]. The modeling tool intrinsically incorporates compliance
effects induced by propagating pressure perturbations in the atmosphere [20]. The
atmosphere models used are extracted from Mars Climate Database (Supplementary
Information Fig. 2). The internal structure model is the model KKS21_GP, on top of which
a sedimentary layer of 100 m thickness is added with the following seismic properties:
density = 1800 kg/m³, P velocity = 744 m/s, S velocity = 398 m/s. This layer is set
according to the sub-surface properties determined from the inversion of compliance
values [53], and it produces an acoustic compliance of 2e-7 m/s/Pa at 1Hz. Two different
seismic quality factor values are tested (100 and 2000) to investigate their effect on the
seismic moment estimates.
The seismic and acoustic sources are produced by using a gaussian source time function
model of, respectively, 8 Hz and 3 Hz dominant frequency. The seismic source is
simulated with an isotropic moment tensor. The acoustic sources are simulated with an
energy term. Each source is simulated in a different computation and the resulting
synthetic ground velocities are summed. The scattered seismic and acoustic waves cannot
be reproduced with homogeneous models such as these.
For the event S0986c, the altitude of the source of airburst A2 is determined by measuring
the differential time between the X1 and P wave arrivals, and assuming that the X1
seismic signals propagate at P wave speed and are created by acoustic waves converted



into seismic waves below the airburst position. This computation, when combined with the
knowledge of the incoming back azimuth from infrasound polarization, provides airburst
altitudes in the range 13-16 km. Then, by fitting the A2 arrival waveform for a source
altitude of 15 km, a horizontal distance from InSight of 71 km is estimated for the A2
airburst. From these estimates, an impact angle of 30°±8° is estimated. Eventually, the
position of the A1 airburst is estimated to be at 26 km altitude and 48 km horizontal
distance from InSight, by using the impact angle and the polarization direction of the A1
infrasounds.
As a consequence, we present the synthetic SEIS waveforms that reproduce the main
seismic (P, S, X1) and acoustic (A1, A2, A3) arrivals at the proper times and with the
proper dispersion up to 2 Hz (Extended Data Fig. 5) by using two airburst sources (A1
and A2), respectively, at 26 km and 15 km altitude, and 48 km and 71 km horizontal
distance from InSight. Other positions are also possible due to uncertainties in polarization
directions and a trade-off between distance and altitude. The synthetic acoustic signal
from A2 is not as dispersive as the one observed in the data. We ascribe this difference to
the scattering of A2 acoustic waves by either heterogeneities in the atmosphere or surface
topography that is exciting the low atmosphere waveguide. These effects are not modeled
in our simulations.
The dispersed acoustic wave from the impact cluster is simulated by using 3 sources at 87
km distance separated by 1 second in time with decreasing energy ratios by factors 1,
1/10 and 1/20. The amplitude scaling of the simulated records of acoustic wave trains in
the 0.5-1.5 Hz range, and first arrival P waves in the 3-8 Hz range, allows us to provide
estimates of airburst energy and impact seismic moment after correcting for geometrical
spreading differences between 2D simulations and 3D real data [54] (Tab. 2, Tab. 3).
However, because the compliance value in the simulations is three times less than our
best estimates, the yield values from the simulations are divided by a factor of 3 in order to
be consistent with our knowledge of acoustic compliance. For the seismic moment
estimates, results are provided for seismic quality factor values of 100 and 2000 in the
crust. The overestimate of the seismic moment of the most distant event S0981c relative
to the estimates from vertical impact momentum (Fig. 3c) suggest that the seismic quality
factor is larger than 2000 in the 3-8 Hz range, as previously inferred from the analysis of
the seismic codas [56].

We compute the group velocities of guided acoustic waves using the atmosphere models
previously described. This computation is performed by using the propagation matrix
method used in the calculation of Love-wave dispersion in seismology [57]. A strong
dispersion is predicted in the 0.5-4 Hz frequency range (Extended Data Fig. 6). In order to
fit the measured dispersion with our synthetic results, we correct the atmosphere models
from a constant wind speed of less than 10 m/s. After this correction, the synthetic and
measured dispersions agree well with each other, thus validating the shape of the
atmosphere waveguide. In addition, the eigenfunctions indicate that the guided wave trains
above 1.5 Hz can only be excited by sources below 1500 m altitude. This modeling is
consistent with the observation of weakly dispersed wave trains for high altitude airburst
sources during the S0986c event.

An important parameter for interpreting and scaling impact-generated seismic waves is
impact momentum; however, crater diameter and impact momentum are not uniquely
related. To estimate the likely momentum of the meteoroid (fragments) at the ground for
each detected event, we leverage previous theoretical and numerical modeling work
[11,33,27]. A synthetic dataset of small impact craters on Mars [27], generated by a
statistical model of atmospheric entry of meteoroids that is in excellent agreement with the



population of recently observed impact craters, provides constraints on the likely impact
parameters. The synthetic dataset was produced by a Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000
stony meteoroid impacts on Mars with mass larger than 15 kg. In each impact simulation,
initial properties of the meteoroid were selected at random or according to parameter
probability distributions for Mars (e.g., velocity [58] and impact angle [59]). Meteoroid mass
was drawn from a distribution based on observations of terrestrial fireballs with mass > 3
kg [60]. Uniform probability distributions were used for stony meteoroid density
(1400–4000 kg/m3) and ablation parameter (1–4.2 x 10−8 s2m−2) [61]. A log-uniform
probability distribution for meteoroid strength was used (min. 20 kPa; med. 330 kPa; max.
6 MPa), which produced the best match to the properties of observed clusters and single
craters on Mars [27,62].

For the single crater events, S0793a and S0981c, we use this dataset to estimate
the pre-entry mass, as well as the momentum, mass, speed, and trajectory angle to the
horizontal of the meteoroid at the ground (Tab. 3) based on the distribution of these values
for single craters with a diameter within +/-0.5 m of the observed diameter. For the
cluster-forming impact S0986c, we estimate the momentum, mass and velocity of the
largest fragment in a similar way from the existing synthetic dataset, with the additional
constraint that the impact angle at the ground was approximately 30 degrees, based on
the inferred approximate trajectory angle of the meteoroid. To further investigate impact
scenarios for event S0986c, a supplementary Monte Carlo simulation was performed with
a minimum mass of 100 kg and a range of impact angle of 20-40 degrees. All other
parameter distributions were the same as the published dataset. Candidate scenarios
were selected from the new synthetic data set based on effective diameter of the cluster,
number of craters, median separation distance between craters, and aspect ratio of the
best-fitting ellipse. This allowed us to estimate the total impactor momentum (all impacting
fragments), the total pre-entry meteoroid mass, and the total energy deposited in the
atmosphere. We also determined the main break-up altitude for each impact that produced
a cluster consistent with observations. The outcome of an example simulation of meteoroid
entry that is consistent with event S0986c is shown in Extended Data Fig. 7.

Our results (Tab. 3) indicate that the detected events involved meteoroids with a
pre-entry mass of 20-200 kg, which underwent substantial deceleration and ablation during
atmospheric entry, resulting in >50% loss of kinetic energy. It is this rapid energy
deposition that generated the strong, polarized acoustic wave signal that is a hallmark of
the impact-generated seismic signals detected on Mars. Such dramatic deceleration is
consistent with previous atmospheric entry modeling of small meteoroids on Mars [62,63].
For single-crater events, energy loss is a continuous result of ablation and drag; for
cluster-forming events, additional energy is lost by each major fragmentation event owing
to the instantaneous increase in drag with increase in surface area. For the cluster-forming
event, S0986c, the inferred airburst altitude of 13-16 km is very consistent with the main
break-up altitudes from atmospheric entry modeling (interquartile range 12.9-21.0 km).
Moreover, estimates of total energy deposition in the atmosphere of 4.7-14 GJ are
consistent with full waveform models of the seismic signal for S0986c that invoke between
0.3 and 7.7 GJ energy (point source) airburst events in the atmosphere (Extended Data
Fig. 7).

To estimate the source cutoff, we analyze the frequency dependency of the P wave packet
energy, the latter being computed from spectra on a 5 sec duration window following the P
arrival time. Extended Data Fig. 8 compares results of this analysis for S0793a and
S0986c, both at comparable distances. In both cases, an f³ source mechanism is best
fitting the spectra, likely associated to the volumic character of the shock wave as
compared to the f² spectra of surface faults. The Gudkova model of the source function



[35] is used to fit the spectra, with a cutoff time duration which varies as Log10(t)=0.14
Log10(I/I0)-0.22, where I is the vertical impulse and I0 is the reference impulse of 107 Ns..
This empirical relationship was fit for observations on the Moon This provides t = 0.35 sec
for the impulse of S0986c. Fitting the displacement spectrum with the Gudkova model
suggests a smaller value of cutoff time duration of about 0.125 sec. The larger cutoff
frequency is likely related to both the larger seismic velocities in the Martian subsurface as
compared to the Moon and to the fact that Gudkova et al. 2015 mostly constrained the S
wave cutoff instead of the P wave. Another contributing factor is the presence of multiple
impacts for S0986c; the smaller impacts, although weaker in amplitude, would extend and
modify the shape of energy at the high end of the frequency spectrum [37]. Note, however,
that the relative scaling between the S0793a and S0996c cutoffs is compatible with the
Gudkova et al. 2015 relationship, with about 9.4 Hz cutoff for the P of S0793a. In both
cases, an overshot of the P wave, also observed on the S wave spectra, is likely, as
proposed for impact in high porosity materials [11].
Due to attenuation of seismic waves, the source time function of the most distant event
(S0981c) cannot be determined without a precise knowledge of seismic attenuation at
these frequencies.

In order to compare Martian and Lunar seismic signals from impacts, the envelope of the
seismic signal is fit following the methodology used to calibrate seismic signals from
artificial impacts on the Moon [34], with a diffusion model [64] depending on the diffusion
length scale (s), the epicentral distance (D), the attenuation (q0), a propagation parameter
(a), and a source term (A) proportional to the vertical impulse. For determining the
acceptable value, an exploration of the parameters [s, q0, a] is made, and we compute the
L2 residual of the modeled envelope with the observed one. In this process, A is computed
by minimizing least squares for a given set of parameters. This first exploration shows that
the acceptable fit must have an attenuation parameter q0 that is significantly smaller for
Mars (q0=2.43) than for the Moon (q0=3.85).
An example of the data fit is provided for the Martian S0986c impact (Extended Data Fig.
9a) compared to the LEM12 impact on the Moon, detected on the Apollo 12 LP vertical
seismometer (Extended Data Fig. 9b). See [34] for details and [65] for distances of
artificial impacts to Lunar stations. A second exploration is made while keeping the
attenuation parameter at the value q0=2.43. In this exploration, the [s, a] parameters are
explored over 2 decades around the Lunar values (i.e. 0.1 sMoon < sMars < 10 sMoon, same for
a). For each solution, the source amplitude is then computed and represented as the ratio
between the Lunar amplitude requested for modeling the LEM12 impact and the Mars
amplitude requested for modeling S0986c. We recall that these amplitudes are
proportional to the vertical momentum of the impactors. This impactor ratio AMoon/AMars is
expected to be the impulse ratio for the same propagation parameter, but will integrate the
difference in propagation for two planets, with an expected amplification on the Moon due
to the lower velocities in the upper Lunar regolith. The acceptable solutions, as function of
length scale and of the effective source ratio between the two impactors, are provided for
98% variance reduction (Extended Data Fig. 9c). The model parameters for the S0986c
impact present a larger attenuation than that found on the Moon. This suggests a larger
diffusion length scale on Mars, depending on the strength of the site effects on the Moon
as compared to Mars. The latter for force points can be up to 8 when using the velocities
at 20 m depth (430 m/s) for Mars [38] as compared to the lower 125 m/s measured on the
Moon [66], leading to an effective source ratio up to about 20.

Using the seismic amplitudes and impact momenta estimated above for the three impacts
detected by InSight, as well as the data from artificial impacts on the Moon [41,67] (peak



amplitude between 1-16 Hz), and the Carancas impact [68,69], we derive an updated least
squares amplitude-distance scaling relationship [39,40], where peak P-wave amplitude (v)
is normalized by total impact momentum (p) according to the following power law:

. This new scaling relationship will be used to update𝑣
𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

= 1. 1 × 10−5( 𝑝

106𝑁𝑠
)( 𝑥

1 𝑘𝑚 )
−1.56

the detectability estimates for impact craters and crater clusters that have been imaged
during the InSight mission. (Extended Data Fig. 10).

Data availability
SEIS data are referenced at http://dx.doi.org/10.18715/SEIS.INSIGHT.XB_2016. Orbital
imaging data are available in the Planetary Data System (PDS) at
https://pds-imaging.jpl.nasa.gov/volumes/mro.html for CTX and https://www.uahirise.org/
for HiRISE. The Mars Climate Database is available at http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/
The seismic catalog of Mars Quake Service is available at https://science.seis-insight.eu

Code availability
All the computations made in this paper are based on codes described in papers either
already published or in revision that are cited in the reference list.
The full wave seismic/acoustic code SPECFEM2D-DG [20] is available at
https://github.com/samosa-project/specfem2d-dg. As described in reference [27], for the
simulation of meteoroid entry and fragmentation, the implementation of the Separate
Fragments Model used here is available at
https://github.com/ImperialCollegeLondon/fragmentcloud, and the Monte Carlo code,
post-processing code and synthetic data are all available at
https://github.com/gsc10/Mars-clusters.
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Extended Data Fig. 1| SEIS data of event S0793a
a ground velocity records of vertical and horizontal component in impact direction (280°
back azimuth) filtered in the 0.5-8 Hz frequency range. b spectrogram of vertical ground
velocity. c coherence as a function of time and frequency and d phase at maximum
coherence between vertical and horizontal ground velocity. The low frequency signals with
a 0° phase shift between 60 and 250 seconds are due to wind related noise. Times are
relative to “Event Start” time (Tab. 1).

Extended Data Fig. 2| SEIS data of event S0981c



a ground velocity records of vertical and horizontal component in impact direction (180°
back azimuth) filtered in the 0.5-8 Hz frequency range. b spectrogram of vertical ground
velocity. c coherence as a function of time and frequency and d phase at maximum
coherence between vertical and horizontal ground velocity. The low frequency signals with
a -170° phase shift between 350 and 800 seconds are due to wind related noise.Times are
relative to “Event Start” time (Tab. 1).

Extended Data Fig. 3| SEIS data of event S0533a
a ground velocity records of vertical and horizontal component in impact direction (0° back
azimuth) filtered in the 0.5-8 Hz frequency range. b spectrogram of vertical ground
velocity. c coherence as a function of time and frequency and d phase at maximum
coherence between vertical and horizontal ground velocity. Times are relative to “Event
Start” time (Tab. 1).



Extended Data Fig. 4| 3D simulation of acoustic rays for S0986c event
a Local sound speed and efficient sound speed profiles from MCD atmospheric model at
location and date of S0986c event toward 295° azimuthal direction. b Acoustic rays
trajectories traced from the impact source and launched with an angle varying from 0° to
90° (see color-code) with a 0.1° step. The impact source and the receiver (InSight station)
are marked with a triangle and a star, respectively. We highlight that only acoustic waves
trapped close to the surface propagate ground-to-ground. c 3D ray tracing top-down view
shows that acoustic trapped waves do not deviate from the great circle path highlighted
with a dashed grey line. In contrast, the cross-wind effect is visible on upward rays, due to
the larger high altitude winds. d and e: same as b and c, considering the acoustic source
of A2 at 15 km altitude along the meteor trajectory and marked with a star. Downward
launch angles are negative.



Extended Data Fig. 5| Comparison between simulated and observed vertical and
horizontal Vz/Vx spectrograms
Spectrogram of simulated (a,b) and observed (c,d) vertical (a,c) and horizontal (b,d)
ground velocity along impact direction for event S0986c. Modeling is performed with
SPECFEM2D-DG-LNS software.



Extended Data Fig. 6| Dispersion of acoustic waves trapped in the surface
waveguide
The atmospheric sound speed models and the synthetic and measured group velocities of
acoustic guided waves of S0793a, S0981c and S0986c. a b c the atmosphere models of
effective sound speed (red dashed lines) and the staircase approximation (black lines) for
computation of the group velocities. d e f the synthetic group velocities (red curve) from
the staircase approximation and the group velocity measurements (gray background) from
the real data. The gray color intensity indicates the probability of the measurements.



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Meteoroid fragmentation in the atmosphere for S0986c event
a Size and relative location of craters in the cluster associated with event S0986c, where
each circle represents a single crater to scale. b An example of a comparable simulated



crater cluster with a similar number of craters >1-m diameter, effective diameter, median
separation between craters and aspect ratio of best-fit ellipse (blue). c The deposition of
meteoroid kinetic energy in the atmosphere associated with the model cluster in b, with
peak energy deposition at 16.5 km altitude (dashed line).

Extended Data Fig. 8 | Estimate of the frequency cutoff of the impact seismic source
Displacement spectral amplitudes of P waves of the S0793a event (a) and the S0986c
event (b). Both spectra, in black, are made with a 5 seconds window on deticked 100 sps
VBBZ data starting at the MQS P arrival time. The noise spectra in red are estimated by
the minimum amplitude of three 5 seconds spectra, computed just before the MQS P
arrival time. Note that both the noise before and the signal after the P arrival time of
S0793a are corrupted by donks, whose energy appears above 15 Hz, while donks are
absent from the records of S0986c around the P arrival time. The green dashed line
provides the attenuation cutoff for a Qp ~ 3300, while the continuous green lines are
proposed fit for the f-3 source function already proposed for Lunar impacts. An overshoot
peaking at 5 Hz and with amplitude increasing with the yield might be compatible with the
P wave spectra but need future observations or analysis for confirmation.



Extended Data Fig. 9. Comparison between Mars and Lunar seismic signals from
impact and constraints on seismic properties and impact seismic source.
Panel a is for the Martian S0986c impact, while panel b is for LEM12 impact recorded on
the Apollo 12 LP vertical seismometer. Red lines in panels a and b are the envelope, while
the green lines are the modeled envelopes. Panel c shows the acceptable solutions, as
function of length scale and of the effective source ratio between the two impactors. The
Black circle provides the Lunar Diffusion length scale measured for the LEM impact (1.93
km) as well as the 2.57 ratio between the Apollo LEM vertical momentum (230150 Ns) and
the estimated one for S0986c (89 500 Ns). Variance reductions better than 98% (in gray in
panel c) are obtained with a larger attenuation as the one found on the Moon and suggest
larger diffusion length scale, depending on the strength of the site effects on the Moon as
compared to Mars.



Extended Data Fig. 10 | P-wave amplitude scaling relationship
We propose an updated least squares amplitude-distance scaling relationship [39,40]
where peak vertical ground velocity of first arrival P-wave is normalized by total impact
momentum (which is scaled by 106 Ns), shown as a solid line. The distance from impact is
given in km. The dashed lines indicate the factor of two uncertainties. Data points shown
include the artificial impacts on the Moon (peak first arrival amplitude between 1-16 Hz;
[67]), the Carancas impact (peak first arrival amplitude between 1-16 Hz, [68,69]) and the
three events on Mars identified by InSight as impacts (peak first arrival amplitude between
3-8 Hz). The data are provided as measured values +/- uncertainty estimates.



Extended data ZZZ: Movie and sound of Mars vibrations after impact event S0986
Movie of sonified records of ground vertical velocity (time accelerated by a factor 220.5),
on top of the image of VBB velocity records, spectrogram of vertical velocity, coherogram
of vertical and horizontal components, and phase shift between these two components at
maximum coherence. A cursor is moving along the records to indicate where the sound is
produced.


